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Welcoming Winnipeg is an initiative that responds to the national 
dialogue to re-examine historical markers and place names to 
resolve the absence of Indigenous perspectives, experiences, and 
contributions in the stories remembered and commemorated in 
Canadian cities.

Are there any Winnipeg historical markers  
that mean something to you? 

 Tell us your story.

Visit winnipeg.ca/welcomingwinnipeg to learn more and get 
involved, or participate in a story recording event, where library 
staff will help you record your story: 

Session 1:
Date: Thursday, February 7, 2019
Time: 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Location: ideaMILL, 3rd Floor, 
 Millennium Library, 251 Donald St. 
 
Session 2:
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2019
Time: 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Location: ideaMILL, 3rd Floor, 
 Millennium Library, 251 Donald St.

For inquiries or for those who require alternate formats or interpretation in 
order to participate, please contact the project team at 204-986-4243 or  
City-Engage@winnipeg.ca by February 6, 2019.

Redécouvrir Winnipeg est une initiative découlant du dialogue 
national canadien qui vise à revoir les repères historiques et les 
toponymes afin de mettre un terme à l’absence de perspectives, 
d’expériences et de contributions autochtones dans les histoires qui 
sont relatées et commémorées dans les villes du Canada.

Certains repères historiques  
vous semblent-ils importants?  

Racontez-nous votre histoire.

Rendez-vous sur winnipeg.ca/redecouvrirwinnipeg pour en savoir 
plus et pour participer, ou prenez part à un événement au cours 
duquel le personnel de bibliothèque vous aidera à enregistrer votre 
histoire :

Séance 1 :
Date : Jeudi 7 février 2019
Heure : 15 h à 19 h
Lieu : Moulin à idées, 3e étage, bibliothèque du Millénaire,  
 251, rue Donald

Séance 2 :
Date : Jeudi 28 février 2019
Heure : 15 h à 19 h
Lieu : Moulin à idées, 3e étage, bibliothèque du Millénaire,  
 251, rue Donald

Si vous avez des questions ou si vous avez besoin de formats alternatifs ou de 
services d’interprétation pour participer, veuillez communiquer avec l’équipe 
de projet au 204-986-4243 ou à City-Engage@winnipeg.ca d’ici  
le 6 février 2019.

Welcoming Winnipeg: 
Reconciling our history

Redécouvrir Winnipeg :
Concilions notre histoires.

winnipeg.ca/redecouvrirwinnipegwinnipeg.ca/welcomingwinnipeg
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Welcoming Winnipeg Stakeholder meeting results 
Thursday, February 14, 2019 

1 p.m. – 3 p.m.  

Sir William Stephenson Library, 765 Keewatin St. 

8 participants  

Organization’s in attendance: 
Aboriginal Health and Wellness
End Homelessness Winnipeg
Manitoba Aboriginal Sports and Recreation Council Inc.
Onashowewin Justice Circle
Ma Mawi Wi Chi Itata Centre
Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg Inc.
Winnipeg Indigenous Executive Council
Adam Beach Film Institute

Key Themes 

- The Forks currently has many positive acknowledgements of Indigenous presence in Winnipeg.
- Thunderbird House is another positive space of Indigenous presence.

Thunderbird House strong symbol through colour and architecture, but is not
being utilized to full potential.

- More work could be done to acknowledge history of:
o Rooster Town
o Indigenous technological innovation – canoe, snowshoes, etc.
o Inclusion of acknowledgement on the Welcome to Winnipeg highway signs.
o Accomplishments of Indigenous women.

- Participants reflected on project and process:
o Decision through consensus will be very important.
o Respect for individual identity should be upfront, not grouping everyone together



Participants in the mapping activity noted the following: 

Portage and Main – It was once a Sundance place and nothing is there to commemorate.
Suggests photo exists in Manitoba Archives from around 1911.
Forks another historic place for Sundance.
Request for the renaming of Ellice and Sherbrook as Adam Beach Way.



o  The involvement of Indigenous peoples along the life span – youth, adults and elders – 
will be important as each group represents changing values.  

o Remove political will from the process.  
o The group discussed finding balance between providing greater connection to the past 

with and what may be a colonial process of honouring through naming that runs against 
humility teachings.  

- There was low support for the removal of monuments to figures with direct role in creating 
residential school, but recognition that removal can create positive discussion.  

- Honorary street names were not supported, with a preference for permanent names.  

Task 1: Indigenous Acknowledgement 
Goal: To gain an understanding of current experiences and future desires on how to bring a more 
balanced representation of Winnipeg’s history. Think about where you currently see or experience 
acknowledgement of an Indigenous presence in Winnipeg. Think about and discuss where you would 
like to see these acknowledgements in Winnipeg. 

Results 

Participants recorded places where they currently see or experience acknowledgement of an Indigenous 
presence in Winnipeg. Note: bracketed numbers indicate a repeated response.  

The Forks (4) 
o Pow-wow grounds at the Forks “Odena Circle” 

Thunderbird House (2) 
City Hall 
Mayor and Council  
Assiniboine Zoo 
North end/ Point Douglas  
Street names  

Participants recorded places where they would like to see or experience acknowledgement of an 
Indigenous presence in Winnipeg.  

Past acknowledgement of people who made history (2) 
o present history change makers  
o women of history  

Rooster town – historic recognition  
Valour Road, Minto Area  
Welcome to Winnipeg sign on highways  
Airport  
Hospital 
Legislature  



Monuments acknowledging difference in all different cultures and traditions. Example: 
Dene/Dakota/Ojibwe/Cree 
Shopping malls  
Corporate sector (all the big box stores that populate Winnipeg) 
South end  
Burial spaces  
Pathways – stories  
Forks  

Each table of participants was assigned a theme from the responses of where participants would like to 
see Indigenous acknowledgement to discuss further. 

Table 1: Historical spaces 

Table 2: Government spaces 

Each table was asked to discuss what this theme could look like, and how it could be achieved.  

Table 1: Historical spaces 

LOCATIONS/NEED ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
o Roostertown – not acknowledged, many homes.  

Minimal compensation  
Loss of land to pass down  
Spiritual connection  

o Welcome to Winnipeg  
o Indigenous innovation i.e. snowshoes.  

HOW TO RESPOND:  
o Historical markers i.e. USA rest stops example 
o More signage and pictures  
o Pamphlets  
o Indigenous art 
o More painting on buildings  
o Hamilton example – building and land of residential school turned into cultural centre as 

part of a tourist destination on tour guide.  
o More cultural space staffed and run all the time.  

Thunderbird House was supposed to do this but is not utilized 
GENERAL COMMENT: 

o Pay attention to feedback and put aside own agenda  

Table 2: Government spaces  

Honour women who have come through these lands 
- Acknowledge their stories  



- Bring light to important things they have done 

There should be a group with Elders from all groups involved in decision making (including Cree, 
Ojibway, Metis, Inuit): 

- Aboriginal seniors, those from residential schools 
- The goal should be consensus of the group 
- Should be done “in a good way” 
- “nomination” is a colonial term 
- Remove political will from the process 
- Could be too many people at the table, so be careful of that 

Tap into scholars, locate information through archives: 
- Look at earlier work of those who have streets named after them, what kind of work did they 

do? 
- Review history to determine next steps 
- Full comprehensive review 
- Don’t rush to judgement of those from history either, not meant to offend anyone 

Places where Indigenous history could be acknowledged: 
- Airport 
- Winnipeg Sign 
- Shopping malls (like in B.C.) and commercial areas 
- Corporate sector, represent land that was occupied 
- Grant Avenue – Rooster Town 
- Don’t just confine recognition to one area, such as the North End 

o Not always an Indigenous community 
- The South end requires recognition too 

Ways of recognizing: 
- Metis Settlers recognition, such as colours on signage (medicine wheel colours on Main St.) 

o Could be a visual representation, rather than naming 
- Invite Indigenous designers into the process 

 

Task 2: Paths Forward 
Goal: The City acknowledges Indigenous peoples and their territory where Winnipeg now resides and 
where Indigenous perspectives are not fully reflected though historical markers, place names, or in our 
shared history. How do we respond to this imbalance? 

Respondents were asked to respond to and add comments on a number of suggested approaches. On 
the far column one group choose to place an “x” beside approaches they did not recommend. The 
comments below represent the amalgamated responses of both tables.   



   
Add perspectives Representation of women – historical indigenous contributions, 

murals, poems, pictures, songs, food, gardens 
Traditional healers – treatment of health issues 
Include Indigenous perspective 

o Rather than removal of marker. Use both perspectives 
on marker 

Add historical into what is missing. I.e. Rooster Town , The 
Forks – more obvious front + centre 

o Language in the Forks 
o How it was used historically  

 

Remove markers Removal of monument; e.g. Sir. John A. McDonald for positive 
discussion to happen, you cannot have the negative 
(perpetrator) of abuse, standing in same space. 
Wait until it happens naturally as knowledge increases.  

x 

Add new Consensus, group of everyone. 
o Each is different: MMF, MKO, Urban Indigenous, Inuit, 

SCO, AMC 
Louis Riel – necessary engagement  
Memorials – MMIW – work with that organization to head 
initiative, Aboriginal Seniors Resource Centre etc.  
Indigenous technological advancements – canoe, acknowledge 
not “new”.    
Winnipeg’s lands used to be a hub for an Indigenous 
Community.  
The name Winnipeg and its meaning.  

 

Permanent street 
names 

Give people an opportunity to give the name of a street.  
Why do certain people currently get a street name? Exe: Milt 
Stiegal rather than Murray Sinclair?  

 

 

Honourary street 
names 

Would be important if permanent rather than temporary.  x 

Reclaiming place 
names 

  

Historic trails    
Tourism  Means to build relationships and not put on display like a 

circus. With no judgement.  
 

Music and film   
Event space  Seen as one with Culture and language space  

All cultural spaces intertwine  
 

Culture and 
language space  

  

Digital archive Like this to keep in books  



Mobile platform Especially for young people 
Keep current and up-to-date 
Indigenous perspectives  
Have in different languages 

 

Open data All data in portal to build mobile applications. i.e. history of 
Winnipeg 
Housing all the info here would ensure that people have 
accurate information and continuing current info 
Have in different languages 

 

Geo-tagging  We should be included in the directory and part of geotag 
Be included in cities and buildings of the City 

 

Other approaches: 
(digital)  

Link to Elders, knowledge keepers, ceremonies, community 
events – powwows, Sundance’s.  

 

 

In addition to notes on worksheet, the following was offered with regards to ensuring individual and 
self-determination is considered and provided upfront with all of the City’s work on this topic: 

- “Indigenous” term used now, sometimes use “Aboriginal” 
- AMC – First Nation, Metis, Inuit – should list and include all of these 
- Respect for individual identity should be upfront, not grouping everyone together 
- Urban Indigenous peoples is another group that should be considered. 
- We have to be aware of differences with writing policies, etc.  

Task 3: How and Who 
Goal: Within Winnipeg there are many different Indigenous peoples. How is it decided and who decides 
which Indigenous language is used in a process for naming streets, sites, or places? 

Results 

Suggested solutions were provided a rank by the entire group. They are listed below in order of 
preference.  

1. Each has own say. Consensus, working group. Involvement, distinction historical use of place. 
(21) 

2. Random sample of Indigenous people along the life span (youth, adults, elders). Must ensure 
women are present. (21) 

3. Which groups, by consensus, were the original inhabitants of that particular area? Decide with 
elders, historians, descendants of the same. (20) 

4. As per the historical event of what took place. People in the area that represent the people of 
the historical event. The perspective of the event that is ‘highlighted’. (20) 

5. Should be based on the history of the street/avenue. Based on consultation and consensus of 
Indigenous People. (19) 

6. Coalition. Groups of elders/youths to decide the language (region) area. (19) 



7. Which language? Ojibwe. Who to consult? Elders and open public forum. (10)  

A group conversation followed led by some of the responses with the highest ranking.  

Participants suggested naming ceremony, working groups, elders and indigenous organizations 
would be suitable methods/groups to consult.  
Warned not to get caught in representation. Noted that the elders and youth represent 
changing values. Move decision process away from officials. Most importantly consider balance.  
The group wondered if street naming was the right place for indigenous representation, 
questioned the cultural significance asking if “this was something that we did?” 
There was concern about push back to Indigenous naming and how it may run against humility 
teachings.  
Some saw suggestion of street names as honouring, suggesting that current street names should 
connect to heritage.  
In a modern context, it was suggested that the youth don’t have their history and increased 
representation would allow them greater connection.  
Group wondered if an Indigenous naming policy could change attitudes, not just for indigenous 
people. Example: Thunderbird house acts as a strong symbol to all Winnipeggers through its 
architecture, art and colours.  
 

Task 4: Reflect on Current Spaces 
Goal: Let's reflect on our current spaces. During this event, have any local spaces come to mind? Tell us 
which places are most important to you and where you think we could do better in creating a space 
where everyone feels they belong. 

Due to time restraints, the following activity was not completed by all participants. On the map below a 
few participants placed green markers to indicate positive spaces and red markers to indicate negative 
spaces. 



Welcoming Winnipeg Student engagement results 
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 

1:20 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.  

Red River College, Notre Dame Campus 

Eight participants * note only three participated in all tasks 

Key Themes 
 
- Recognition on positive work and further work need within educational institutions 

o More Indigenous programing is desired 
o Further educations opportunities could be pursued outside classrooms 

Indigenous language classes  
Community sweat lodges  
Leisure Guide for traditional teachings: medicine picking, song and dance 
Local museums make good efforts but desire for these building to find 
deeper connection to the land 

- Participants did not believe that problematic historical markers should be removed but 
should be enhanced through the incorporation of Indigenous stories and perspectives 

- In discussion about reclaiming Indigenous names, participants agreed more could be done 
o Noted that the “welcome to Winnipeg” sign is a good opportunity to bring 

acknowledgement or tie into Indigenous teachings. Suggestion to tie signs into 
directions on medicine wheel.  

Task 1: Indigenous Acknowledgement 
Goal: To gain an understanding of current experiences and future desires on how to bring a more 
balanced representation of Winnipeg’s history. Think about where you currently see or experience 
acknowledgement of an Indigenous presence in Winnipeg. Think about and discuss where you would 
like to see these acknowledgements in Winnipeg. 

Results 

Participants recorded places where they currently see or experience acknowledgement of an Indigenous 
presence in Winnipeg. Note: bracketed numbers indicate a repeated response.  



The Forks (6) 
o Aboriginal Day 

All of the museums - general (4) 
o Human Rights Museum  (2) 
o Inuit Museum  
o Manitoba Museum displays 

Educational institutions (3) 
o Manitoba School Division history classes and the way students are taught about 

Indigenous history is a very big acknowledgement  
o Red River College – teachings, ceremonies and courses  
o The Aboriginal School 

All the historical places (2) 
Assiniboine Zoo/Journey to Churchill (2) 
Monuments (2) 

o Louis Riel monument  
o Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls monument  

Libraries  
o Millennium Library  
o Louis Riel Library  

Kapyong Barracks 
All the friendly people  
City Place  
Kildonan Park  
Pow Wows 
Traditional programs around the City  
Downtown  

Participants recorded places where they would like to see or experience acknowledgement of an 
Indigenous presence in Winnipeg.  

More school programing (9) 
o Schools (3) 
o Seven teachings and medicine wheel teachings in school (2) 
o Colleges/Universities 
o Elementary and middle school systems 
o Winnipeg is the heart of Turtle Island – teachings of Indigenous oral histories  
o Elders in schools to teach Indigenous ways of living. Then vs. now.  

Further educational opportunities (5)  
o More language classes (2) 
o Community center sweat lodges (2) 
o Leisure Guide traditional opportunities: medicine picking, songs, dances  

Streets – murals, paintings and sculptures (2) 



More places showing different cultures  
Malls  
Public parks  
 ‘Walk of fame’ in memory of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls 
The Welcome to Winnipeg sign to include traditional, territorial acknowledgement in traditional 
languages. Including meaning of the word Winnipeg – muddy waters Cree word 
Sundance ceremonies  
Human Rights Building  

Task 2: Paths Forward 
Goal: The City acknowledges Indigenous peoples and their territory where Winnipeg now resides and 
where Indigenous perspectives are not fully reflected though historical markers, place names, or in our 
shared history. How do we respond to this imbalance? 

Respondents were asked to respond to and add comments on a number of suggested approaches. On 
the far column one group choose to place an “x” beside approaches they did not recommend and “ ” 
beside supported approaches. The comments below represent the amalgamated responses of both 
tables.   

Add perspectives Enhancing stories   
Add Indigenous stories  
Sharing is caring  

 

Remove markers Remembered   x 
Add new    
Permanent street 
names 

Honour Indigenous veterans – Sergeant Tommy Prince Jr. 
 

 

Historic trails  Lower Fort Garry   
Reclaiming Place 
Names  

Kapyong Barracks – Canadian Forces (because Minto Armories 
is falling apart) 
Rooster Town  
Acknowledging meaning of name and making connection to 
name – Winnipeg  

 

 

 

Task 3: Reflect on Current Spaces 
Goal: Let's reflect on our current spaces. During this event, have any local spaces come to mind? Tell us 
which places are most important to you and where you think we could do better in creating a space 
where everyone feels they belong. 



On the map below a few participants placed green markers to indicate positive spaces and red markers 
to indicate negative spaces. 

 

Participants in the mapping activity noted the following: 

 Positive Space  

Red River College – sweat lodge is available on campus. Suggested want of further facilities in 
neighbourhoods across the city.  
The Forks – lots of education and positive images  
Assiniboine Park – positive meeting space.  

Negative Space 

Kapyong Barracks – should be put to better use.  
Human Rights Museum – worried building was built over sensitive traditional grounds and burial 
sites.  
MMF – space could be improved.  
Red River Rebellion statue – single side of history.  



Riverwalk – space where women have been attacked. Could be better marked for deliberate 
place to heal.  
Arlington Bridge – provide a new name.  
Welcome to Winnipeg signs – should have Indigenous presence. Idea: Bring in the colours of the 
medicine wheel to indicate north, south, east, and west.  
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